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 In the present times, children forget to play, choosing
instead movement and interacting games others
enterteinment ways, thus there are more and more
obese, introverted children growing with difficulties of
social integration [4, 6, 11]. This is why the role of the
physical education teacher is very important, he must
adapt at the actual children necessities and he must
not only teach physical exercise through motion
games, but cultivate his pupils wish or need of it, in
order to be organized practicated along their entire life
[8, 9].

 Motion games are simultaniously an efficient
technique for the young children education and an
entertaining way to mentain a good health and an
optimum working level [2]. We consider that, at the
base of the socialization process, espeacially at this
stage, for a better capacity to relate with others, the
implementation of the motion games is a necessity.



 METHODS

 The starting point of this study was the importance of

the socialization inside the young children group.

 As its purpose, the research had the interest to

highlight the educational and formative valences of

the motion games, through the physical education

teachers answeres at the questionnaire reffering to

their importance and implementation necessity

regarding the children socialization process durin the

primary cycle.

 28 teachers from Constanta had completed the

questionnaire, which contained 10 questions. The 10

items tried to highlight the relevance of the playing

and motricity combination at the primary cycle.



 RESULTS 

 Tabel no. 1. Teachers' opinions

Items

Answer options

a b c d

No Percent No Percent No Percent No Percent

1 20 71,44% 4 14,3% 4 14,3% 0 0

2 27 96,5% 1 3,5% 0 0 0 0

3 3 10,7% 2 7,1% 20 71,5% 3 10,7%

4 17 60,7% 6 21,5% 3 10,7% 2 7,1%

5 28 100% 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 25 89,3% 0 0 0 0 3 10,7%

7 24 85,7% 0 0 4 14,3% 0 0

8 0 0% 12 42,9% 3 10,7% 13 46,4%

9 0 0% 0 0 4 14,3% 24 85,7%

10 16 57, 1% 4 14,3% 0 0 8 28,6%



 DISCUSSIONS
 For the relevance of this study, we analysed only 4 from 10 items, those

which evidentiate the most the connection between motion games and the
children socialization process, questions 5, 6, 9 and 10.

 I.5. Do you believe that the motion games develop the children
communication relationships?

 In graphic no 1 we present the physical education teachers opinion
regarding this question.

 Considering the fact that all teachers had answered “yes” at this question, none
had chosen “no”, the important role of the motion games in the children

communication process development is evidentiated.



 I.6. Do the motion games use help at the children integration in collective,
making it easier?

 The teachers answeres at this question it is showed in the Figure no 2.

 Fig. 2. The pupils integration into the collective by using motion games –
teachers opinions

 A good integration of the children into the collective assure a better group
homogeneity and for the pupils a pleasant and facile climate for the assimilation of
the general information. 89,3% of the study participant teachers answered “yes” at
this item.

 From observations, they concluded that this type of games unify the opponent
children and teach them to interact in the search of a common purpose. Din
experiența lor au observat că aceste jocuri îi unesc pe elevii, care în general nu
sunt prieteni, îi învață să socializeze în vederea reușitei unui scop comun. We had
none cases of teachers answering that the motion games have no role in the
children collective integration. This result sustain the research purpose: to
highlight the playing importance for the primary cycle pupils socialization process.
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 I.9. In which measure do you consider the sportive group a proper 
environment for the young child socialization? 

 Regarding this question, the physical education teachers opinions were 
directed to 2 from the 4 answering possibilities, as follows in Figure no 3. 

 Fig. 3. The sportive group, a proper environment for socialization 

 85,70% of the participating persons had considered that the sportive 
group has a big contribution and 14,30% had chosen the medium 
implication level of this type of collective in young children interacting 
process. We had zero cases of “no” as answer at this item. 

 The pupils involved in organized sportive activities socialize easier, find a 
facile way in gaing the strength necessary to combat obstacles, have 
better solutions in communication with others [7].
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 I.10. How can you contribute at the socializing process of the young children during
the physical education classes?

 The physical education teacher has a central role in the interactivity and connection of the
young children. This question had as objectives to identify the means through which, during
the classes time, this target can be obtained. The types of utilized activities are presented in
Figure no 4.

 57,10% of the responded teachers had chosen to increase the frequency with which they
use the motion games during classes time, 28,60% had chosen to use the feedback from the
children during each course time and 14,30% had selected to diversify the selection into the
sportive teams criteria. None of the participating teachers had chosen to give children leader
task in order to promote thei intercavtivity.

 Fig. 4. Types of activities used by physical education teachers to increase 
the socialization process 

 It can be observed that, following the statistic analyse of the data, the results and 
the graphics direct at the conclusion that all the subjects involved in this study, as 
physical education teachers, consider the motion games as an effective technique 
for the informale, formale and non formale primary cycle children.
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 CONCLUSIONS

 As a first direct conclusion of this research, we have 
to state that 91,33% of the responded teachers 
consider the motion games and playing by the use of 
movement in general have an important contribution  
and influence the socialization process of the young 
children. 

 The intensification of the psycho-social development 
through motion games determins the modification of 
the content and the increasing of the social learning 
mechanisms, such as: the acquiring of new social 
roles, owning  new categories of social experiences, 
systems of convinctions and personality traits, 
structures, hierarchies and personal values, needs, 
interests, aspirations etc., developed also through 
the practice of the motion games during the physical 
education and sport classes.
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